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Director’s report
Thank you for making a difference
In my first year as the Director of the Royal
Melbourne Hospital Foundation, I have
been privileged to witness first-hand the
power of philanthropy in our community.
Throughout the 2014/2015 financial
year, The Royal Melbourne Hospital’s loyal
supporters have continued their generosity
and helped the Hospital in it’s vision to be
First in Care, Research and Learning. But
more than that, our generous supporters
have helped make a difference to the
countless lives that our services and
research ultimately impact.
This year, our fundraising focus was on
funds for the redevelopment of our
Intensive Care Unit (ICU). Opening early
in 2016, the new state-of-the-art
facility is the first in Australia which is
central to a medical precinct. It is the
perfect example of how your support
helps The Royal Melbourne Hospital to
serve the community.
Your donations helped purchase ceiling
mounted medical pendants, integral to
every room within the ICU, and many
items of equipment and facilities that will
make The Royal Melbourne Hospital’s ICU
world-class. Most importantly however,
your support means that our most
vulnerable patients will have the best
chance of survival.
The RMH Home Lottery was another
resounding success this year; raising
funds that are central to our investment in
new equipment and technologies for our
hospital campuses.

One such project is the EXTEND-IA
research study. When the results of
the study were presented at the
International Stroke Congress in the USA
in early 2015, it was met with a standing
ovation, heralding a new era in stroke
treatment worldwide.
In other achievements, many of our
patients have benefited from the
upgrades to our facilities and the
purchase of additional medical equipment.
New discoveries are made every day and
medical technology evolves at a rapid
rate. Therefore, we are so very grateful to
the many community groups, such as the
RMH Dialysis Support Group and Dry July,
just to name a couple, whose ongoing
support allows us to continue to provide
world-class care to our patients.
More than 167 years ago, The Royal
Melbourne Hospital was borne out of a
group of caring citizens who came together
to give their community access to critical
medical treatment. Today, The Royal
Melbourne Hospital is a world-renowned
institution, but the community ethos that
built this hospital still remains at the heart
of what we do.

Today, The Royal
Melbourne Hospital
is a world-renowned
institution, but the
community ethos that
built this hospital still
remains at the heart
of what we do.

On behalf of the staff, the many dedicated
volunteers and the thousands of people
we help every year, thank you. Thank you
for your support, thank you for making a
difference in the lives of our patients and
thank you for sharing our vision to be First
in Care, Research and Leaning. We couldn’t
do it without you.

Proceeds from the RMH Home Lottery
also supported critical research across a
number of disciplines.
The Royal Melbourne Hospital is
recognised world-wide for it’s commitment
to research and the fundamental link
between research discoveries and
enhanced clinical treatment.
The Royal Melbourne Hospital Foundation

John De Rango
Director
Royal Melbourne Hospital Foundation
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A world-class ICU
Emma’s inspiring story
You never think it can happen to you.
That one day you’ll be driving home, and
the next, you are lying in a hospital bed. You
are hooked up to a machine with a tube to
help you breathe, fighting to stay alive. You
never think that one day you will wake up
and be told that you’ll never walk again.
Yet this is what happened to Emma Booth
– when she was only 21 years old. She was
involved in a car accident so horrific it
took paramedics one hour to cut her free.
When she finally made it to The Royal
Melbourne Hospital, Emma underwent
life-saving surgery and then went straight
into the Intensive Care Unit (ICU). This is
where we look after our most critically-ill
and injured patients.
In her darkest hour, our expert doctors
and nurses were there to help Emma.
They provided her with all the expert care
she needed to give her the best chance
at life. When Emma arrived at The Royal
Melbourne Hospital, she had a bleed on
her brain, a fractured skull, sternum,
collarbone and ankle, a shattered spine,
a punctured lung and life-threatening
abdominal injuries.

Michelle Spence, ICU Nurse Unit Manager
and Emma’s treating nurse, was touched by
Emma’s bravery:
“When I first saw Emma, she was lying on a
bed, unconscious. She had a neck brace on
and a machine to help her breathe. It was
my job to wake her up and tell her what her
injuries were.
“She couldn’t talk because she still had
all these tubes in, but the first thing she
did was a walking action with her fingers.
Her mum was worried about telling Emma
she was a paraplegic, but I think Emma
already knew.”
With 17 years of experience as an ICU
nurse, Michelle has helped thousands of
people recover from serious illness and
injury. But as you can appreciate, it’s never
easy delivering such devastating news:
“When I told Emma we didn’t think she
would walk again, she didn’t shed a tear.
Instead, she said, ‘But I’ll ride again, won’t
I?’ Straight away I thought this girl is so
determined, I have no doubt that she will.”

Just four months after the accident,
following the care she received from our
dedicated staff and support from her
loving family, Emma was back on a horse.
Now, Emma has her sights on something
wonderful: competing in the 2016
Paralympic Games. Emma told us:

ICU Redevelopment Appeal
Your support of the ICU Redevelopment
Appeal has helped us build the future
of public healthcare.

“At a time when my life was turned upside
down, the staff in the ICU delivered the
news that I wouldn’t walk again with
compassion, sensitivity and honesty. They
knew it would change things forever, and
I’m so grateful for their help.”

The Royal Melbourne Hospital’s new
Intensive Care Unit features:

Emma’s story is just one of thousands
we see in our Intensive Care Unit every
year, and now because of the help of our
wonderful supporters, we will be able to
help even more people in our new
Intensive Care Unit.

• Switchable i-glass walls and
sliding doors – allows good visibility
of patients

• Ceiling Mounted Medical Pendants
– all the patient’s medication and
monitoring needs are easily accessed

• Intellidrive beds – allows staff
to move patients around the
hospital easily
• Medical lamps – allows procedures
to be performed at the bedside
• Almost double our current
capacity from 24 to 42 beds

“We have the right staff, the right training and now, better
equipment and facilities. The new ICU will help us do our
jobs more efficiently and better support our patients and
their families. Thank you for your support.”
Michelle Spence, ICU Nurse Unit Manager, The Royal Melbourne Hospital

The Royal Melbourne Hospital Foundation

The Royal Melbourne Hospital Foundation
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Supporting
innovation and
best practice
Gold standard for spinal
surgery at RMH

Small machine making a
big difference

Thanks to funding from The RMH Home
Lottery, our clinicians can now use the
most advanced equipment available for
complex surgical procedures.

A small hand-held, portable device has
revolutionised hearing tests at The Royal
Melbourne Hospital.

The Jackson Operating Table is for trauma
and scoliosis patients where intricate and
precise surgery is required. The table
will allow surgeons to safely position
patients during surgery for the best
possible outcomes.
The table can also position the patient
so as to minimise compression of the
abdominal aorta and therefore reduce
blood loss. Furthermore, The Jackson
Operating Table is completely radiolucent,
meaning that it is almost entirely invisible
in x-ray images and under fluoroscopy.
This allows clinicians to gain valuable
information about the patient during
delicate operations.
Valued at over $320,000, The Jackson
Operating Table will benefit many people
who need our expertise in spinal surgeries
for years to come.

The Titan Screening Device has had an
indelible impact on the care we give to
many of our patients.
This small but powerful device performs
essential hearing tests, such as middle
ear and inner ear tests and it can also
detect inner ear damage even before other
standard hearing tests. It provides fast
and accurate results allowing medical staff
to consider the best treatment options for
the patient.
Royal Melbourne Hospital Audiologist,
Sandra Di Vidi, says that the new state-ofthe-art technology allows clinicians to test
patients at the bedside:
“This little machine really expands the
ability to see patients earlier because
it can go to them on the ward. It helps
keep patients safe and comfortable and
it helps doctors plan the best treatment
for the patient.”

Opposite left: A Jackson Operating Table.
Opposite right: Royal Melbourne Hospital Audiologist, Sandra De Vidi, holding the Titan Screening Device.
The Royal Melbourne Hospital Foundation

The Royal Melbourne Hospital Foundation
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Supporting
patient needs
Rehabilitation gets a lift

Robotic device helps many

Holden car drives rehab for patients

After having three stents inserted a
year earlier, Barry Ridley came to The
Royal Melbourne Hospital Physiotherapy
Department to undertake cardiac
rehabilitation.

Thousands of Royal Melbourne Hospital
Foundation Appeal supporters have
helped to fund one of our Rehabilitation
Department’s biggest acquisitions. The
Robowalk is a technologically advanced
device that enables physiotherapists and
other rehabilitation professionals to help
patients improve their mobility.

Rehabilitation patients at The Royal
Melbourne Hospital’s Royal Park campus
can now further their recovery thanks to
the generous donation of a four-door car
from GM Holden Ltd. The car is important
for patients who are regaining movement
and independence after a stroke or hip
surgery. They will be able to practice
getting in and out of the car safely.

Whilst working with his therapist, Barry
noticed a piece of equipment was a bit
old and tired. It was then he decided that
he wanted to help fund the purchase of a
new machine. Barry said it was his way of
saying thank you to Sandra Sully, CTS Social
Worker and the staff who cared for him.
Barry’s therapist, The Royal Melbourne
Hospital’s Senior Clinician Exercise
Physiologist, Justin Offerman, says the
Life Fitness Dual Pulley Machine has
been a fantastic addition to our
rehabilitation gym:
“The new machine is adjustable with a
range of attachments and the smooth
cable operation and small weights make
it much easier to use. The multiple grips
allow us to adapt exercises to more of our
patients, including those in wheelchairs.”
On installation of the equipment, Barry
and his wife Kaye visited the rehabilitation
gym once again; this time to see, firsthand, what a difference he has made to
other patients. Thanks Barry and Kaye for
your support.

The new Robowalk will help many different
types of rehabilitation patients who have
walking disabilities as a result of cerebral,
neurogenic, spinal, muscular or bone
related disorders. This includes people
who have suffered a severe stroke, spinal
cord injury, traumatic brain injury, multiple
sclerosis, Parkinson’s disease, cerebral palsy
and paraplegia just to name a few.
The equipment can be customised to
meet each individual patient’s
requirements. It is designed to specifically
help improve muscle strength and muscle
tone, posture control, trunk support and
balance awareness and complements other
gait therapies.
Thanks to the generosity of the Ian
Potter Foundation for primarily funding
the machine and to our appeal supporters
who helped fund the installation and
staff training.

Before we received the wonderful gift,
specifically for the use of our rehabilitation
unit, staff would help patients practice
car transfers in hospital fleet cars. But
sometimes there were no cars available
for this. Professor Fary Khan, Director
of Rehabilitation, said the new car will
make an enormous difference for people
undergoing rehabilitation at the hospital:
“The new Holden will help our patients
practice getting in and out of a car. This is
a great new service we can provide to our
patients, helping to reduce the likelihood
of injury once they get home.”
Thank you to Holden for their generosity
and making a big difference to people
undergoing rehabilitation and preparing to
return home.

Opposite left: Former rehabilitation patient, Barry Ridley, with Justin Offerman, Senior Clinician Exercise Physiologist, The Royal Melbourne Hospital.
Opposite centre: The Robowalk in action.

The Royal Melbourne Hospital Foundation

Opposite right: From left; Rehabilitation Physician, Professor Mary Galea, rehabilitation patient Anthony Walsh, Nurse Unit Manager, Matthew Lowe, Director of
Rehabilitation, Professor Fary Khan, Holden Operations Manager, Rob Eldred and Occupational Therapist, Dimitri Tsiavos with the Holden Car. Picture courtesy of Holden.
The Royal Melbourne Hospital Foundation
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Supporting vital research
Future generations benefit from
generous couple

Steadfast partner continues to
support cancer research

New study will change stroke
treatment world-wide

The Allan Watt and Chris Geyer Memorial
Research Fund was established by the Royal
Melbourne Hospital Foundation from a
bequest received from Allan Watt and Chris
Geyer and In Memoriam donations from
their family and friends.

Cancer research is very important to
The Royal Melbourne Hospital - we treat
thousands of people battling all types
of cancer. In partnership with various
universities and other hospitals,
The Royal Melbourne Hospital is currently
involved with more than 140 cancer
research projects.

In early 2015, medical researchers from
The Royal Melbourne Hospital published a
landmark study that heralds a new era in
stroke treatment around the world.

Even as both Allan and Chris battled
cancer, they thought of others and what
they could do to help future generations.
The first recipient of the Allan Watt and
Chris Geyer Oncology Fellowship is Dr
Andrew Morokoff. His study focuses on
brain tumours, specifically the high grade
Glioblastoma Multiforme (GBM), which is a
devastating type of brain cancer.
As GBM infiltrates widely in the brain,
complete surgical removal is not possible
and prognosis is usually poor. Future
hope for treatment of these types of
cancers rests with understanding and
discovering new drug therapies. Dr
Morokoff is studying glioma stem cell
models which are now thought to be the
best model for investigating the biology
and possible new treatments.

The research undertaken
at The Royal Melbourne
Hospital impacts lives
now and in the future.

Both the Watt and Geyer families
maintain a keen interest in the legacy
that Allan and Chris established in 2009
and today maintain regular contact with
the Foundation.

As a long-term partner, the Fight Cancer
Foundation has once again generously
supported The Royal Melbourne’s critical
research into cancer treatments and cures.
Generous contributions from The Fight
Cancer Foundation go towards our
Translational Research Haematology
Laboratory. It will also partly fund three
other cancer studies currently underway at
the hospital.
We are so grateful for the continuing
support of the Fight Cancer Foundation
as it allows us to plan ahead for essential
projects that will save lives.

Led by Associate Professor Peter Mitchell
and Dr Bruce Campbell, the EXTEND-IA
(Extending the Time for Thrombolysis
in Emergency Neurological Deficits–
Intra–Arterial), was a randomised clinical
research study.
The study involved adding a minimally
invasive clot removal procedure called
stent thrombectomy to standard clot
dissolving therapy. Results showed a
dramatic improvement in restoring blood
flow back to the brain, which is critical in
the stroke recovery.
Stroke is the leading cause of disability
in adults and the number two cause of
death worldwide. Associate Professor Peter
Mitchell described the study as a “game
changer” in the treatment of stroke:
“The results of the EXTEND-IA indicated
that stent thrombectomy will help
thousands of Australians who suffer from
an acute ischemic stroke.”
In its early stages, the EXTEND-IA study
received funding from our wonderful
supporters. Proceeds from the 2014
Home Lottery helped get the project
started which proved its viability and
encouraged further investment into this
very important research.

Opposite left: The late Alan Watt and the late Chris Geyer.
Opposite centre: From left; Sharon McGowan, Executive Director, Communications and Community Relations, The Royal Melbourne Hospital, Eric Wright, Managing Director,
Fight Cancer Foundation and John De Rango, Director, Royal Melbourne Hospital Foundation.
Opposite right: Dr Bruce Campbell and Associate Professor Peter Mitchell, EXTEND-IA co-principal investigators.
The Royal Melbourne Hospital Foundation

The Royal Melbourne Hospital Foundation
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Community
lends its support
Giving a helping hand

Making dialysis more comfortable

Long ride supports immunity research

The Hand Hub at the Royal Park Campus
is a state-of the art environment that
harnesses new technology to provide
effective rehabilitation of upper limb tasks
for stroke patients.

The Royal Melbourne Hospital Dialysis
Support Group’s 16th Annual Fundraising
Dinner was the culmination of yet another
successful year of fundraising. At the
event, The Royal Melbourne’s Director of
Nephrology, Professor Steve Holt, was on
hand to receive the $81,600 cheque raised
throughout 2014/15. This will fund the
purchase of 16 dialysis treatment chairs for
our dialysis patients.

Nick Tesch and Sarah Cherry, long-term
supporters of The Royal Melbourne
Hospital, continue to promote community
awareness of Primary Immune Deficiency,
as well as raise much-needed funds to aid
critical research.

Thanks to funding from The RMH
Home Lottery, the installation of
additional rehabilitation workstations
mean that more patients can benefit from
this new technology.
The ‘ReJoyce’ workstation is an assembly
of items that require your motor skills to
be manipulated or used. The assembly is
comprised of two horizontal handles, a
pressure gripper, a doorknob, a key, a peg,
a jar top, and two coin simulators. These
mimic many tasks in daily living.
The additional machines have reduced
the waiting list and improved patient flow
through the Hand Hub, meaning that many
more of our patients are able to access this
important rehabilitation equipment.

Thanks to the RMH Dialysis Support
Group, many dialysis patients from all over
Victoria will be more comfortable whilst
dialysing at The Royal Melbourne Hospital.
Anita Narduzzo, OAM, formed the RMH
Dialysis Support Group because of her own
experiences as a dialysis patient. It has
been sixteen years since Anita underwent
a life-saving kidney transplant, but her
thoughts still lie with others:
“I decided that the time I had spent on
dialysis I would put to good use. I wanted to
help other people on dialysis to help make
their lives more comfortable.”
Thank you Anita and to your committee
for your unfailing support. Many patients
dialysing at The Royal Melbourne Hospital
are grateful to you for making their dialysis
more comfortable.

The 2014 Bloody Long Way Ride, a
community cycling event, raised more than
$20,000 for the Department of Clinical
Immunology and Allergy to continue
essential research into the genetic causes
of Primary Immune Deficiency (PID).
People with Primary Immune Deficiency
are at risk of developing infections due
to a weakened immune system. Some
of these infections, such as pneumonia,
gastroenteritis and meningitis, can be life
threatening for some sufferers.

The Royal Melbourne
has approximately 500
dedicated volunteers
working across more
than 25 programs.

For Nick Tesch, supporting this research
is personal. He lives with Hyper IgM
Syndrome and requires regular blood
transfusions to maintain his body’s
immune system. Nick’s nephew, Brodie and
second cousin, Jobe, have also been
diagnosed with PID.
This research project aims to identify
the specific cause of immune defects
in patients so that the most effective
treatments can be individualised.

Opposite left: The Hand Hub in action.
Opposite centre: Professor Steve Holt, Director of Nephrology, The Royal Melbourne Hospital, accepts a cheque from RMH Dialysis Support Group member Kangie Frigo (left),
and President, Anita Narduzzo, OAM (right) with members of the committee.
Opposite right: Nick Tesch with nephew, Brodie and cousin, Jobe (left).
The Royal Melbourne Hospital Foundation

The Royal Melbourne Hospital Foundation
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Supporting the
community

Cancer Services at
The Royal Melbourne
Hospital received a
fundraising boost from
our wonderful supporters.

Going dry helps cancer patients

Corporate Australia gets involved

Gifts in Will providing a lasting legacy

By giving up alcohol for the month of July
and asking friends and family to sponsor
them, our loyal supporters raised over
$105,000 to help purchase patient comfort
items for our cancer wards.

We rely on the support of our valuable
corporate sponsors to enable us to
organise and deliver events as well as
purchase vital equipment and facilities for
The Royal Melbourne Hospital.

In 2014/15 over $1.5 million was donated
to The Royal Melbourne Hospital through
Wills and Estates.

Over 800 people decided to abandon
alcohol for the entire month of July and
raised much needed funds for Royal
Melbourne Hospital Cancer Services.

Many businesses work with us to fulfil
their social responsibility and invest in the
community, however, to our beneficiaries,
they do much more than that.

These funds will be used to fund
equipment, infrastructure and critical
medical research – depending on the
wishes of the generous person who
has chosen to support us in this very
special way.

Funds raised from Dry July will not only
purchase items to help keep patients
comfortable, but will also purchase
additional medical equipment and build
garden retreats for patients and their
families to escape to during long hours
of treatment.

The support we receive from our
corporate partners has an immediate
impact on our patients and their lovedones. In return, our corporate supporters
see increased customer loyalty, staff
morale and positive feedback from their
immediate business community.

One such gift was received from the
late Miles Hurley. A former patient of
the hospital, Mr Hurley wanted his
bequest to help others who were also
battling cancer. His special gift will help
fund the development of two garden
retreats for our patients.

Many cancer patients tell us that it is often
the little things that make all the difference
when undergoing long and arduous
treatment. The Royal Melbourne Hospital
and the many cancer patients we treat
every year are very grateful to everyone
who participated in Dry July.

We are grateful to the following corporate
partners who were the major sponsors of
our key events:

For the Foundation, remembering
The Royal Melbourne Hospital in your
Will is an extremely powerful way to
support our work. It enables us to more
effectively plan our future activities and
investments and maximise the positive
impact your gift will have on patients, both
now and in the future.

• Smartsalary - The Royal Walk & Fun Run
• Healthscope - Celebrating Research Gala
• First State Super - Excellence in
Nursing Awards
Thank you to all our partners, small and
large. You are an important part of our
commitment to providing Victorians with
the world-class care they deserve.

Opposite left: Kath Quade, Ward 5 North, Haematology and Oncology, Nurse Unit Manager.
Opposite centre: Corporate sponsor, Smartsalary, at the 2015 Royal Walk and Fun Run.
Opposite right: Stock photo.
The Royal Melbourne Hospital Foundation

The Royal Melbourne Hospital Foundation
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Events that
make a difference
Sun shines on Royal Walk & Fun Run

Music spurs lung cancer research

Recognising excellence in nursing

Royal Melbourne researchers celebrated

On a spectacular morning in March at Princes Park, Carlton, over
700 participants, 70 dogs, 150 volunteers and their friends and
families, came together for the 2015 Royal Walk and Fun Run.

Corpus Medicorum enjoyed another very successful year providing
many musical highlights for loyal concert goers, and raising much
needed funds for Lung Cancer Research.

The Royal Melbourne Hospital’s second annual Celebrating
Research Gala Dinner was held in May and saw over 300 people,
including research luminaries, past and present, come together to
celebrate our research achievements.

The team from the RMH Music Therapy Program got the
crowd warmed-up and GOLD 104.3’s Brig and Lehmo fired
the starters horn for The Royal Melbourne Hospital’s signature
community event.

Under the baton of esteemed Artistic Director, Associate Professor
Keith Crellin OAM, Corpus Medicorum once again delighted
concert goers with their wonderful performances.

At The Royal Melbourne Hospital, the expert medical attention and
compassionate care provided by our nurses is key to a patient’s
recovery. Coinciding with International Nurses Day in May, the
Melbourne Health 2015 Excellence in Nursing Awards Dinner was a
celebration of professionalism and achievement in nursing.

With face-painting, zany outfits, a free sausage sizzle and some
great music from the resident DJ, a fantastic day was had by all as
the sunshine set the mood for fun and quality time with family and
friends. The Royal Walk and Fun Run raised over $30,000 for patient
care at The Royal Melbourne Hospital.
Thank you to our wonderful event sponsors: Major Partner;
Smartsalary, Corporate Partners; First State Super, Commonwealth
Bank and Dr Dax and Support Partners; Gold 104.3, STAR,
Ckaos, Zouki, LaManna Direct, EFM Health Clubs, Carman’s
and Cobs Popcorn.

The Royal Melbourne Hospital Foundation

The programme was rich and varied. In December 2014, the
orchestra performed Brahms’ Symphony no 4 and Elgar’s Sea
Pictures featuring mezzo-soprano, Elizabeth Campbell.
February 2015’s concert featured favourites such as Humperdinck’s
Overture from Hansel and Gretel, Mendelssohn’s Violin Concerto
in E minor with violin soloist Anne-Marie Johnson and Dvorak’s
Symphony no.9 ‘From the New World’.
Corpus Medicorum is made possible through the leadership and
vision of Mr Phillip Antippa, Cardiothoracic Surgeon and Director,
Lung Cancer Services at The Royal Melbourne Hospital and violist,
Corpus Medicorum.

The event was a festive affair with attendees excited to recognise
the skill, dedication and hard work of our world-class nurses. In the
vein of the 2015 theme, ‘Nurses: Force for Change’, nurses were
recognised for their innovation in providing efficient and effective
care. Clinical Awards, Leadership Awards and Team Awards were
among some of the categories.
Thank you to our generous event sponsors: Major Sponsor; First
State Super, Supporting Sponsor; Smartsalary and Award Sponsors;
Cannon Toyota, Summit Fleet Leasing and Management and G&C
Mutual Bank for supporting our much-loved nurses.

This year, Dr Bruce Campbell and Dr Kylie Mason were awarded
the prestigious RMH Research Medal for their outstanding
contributions.
Dr Campbell was the co-principle investigator of the EXTEND-IA
study that is changing the face of stroke treatment. Dr Mason is
a clinician researcher in the Department of Clinical Haematology
who works on improving the treatment of blood cancers.
This year we inducted another two ‘Legends of Research’ into The
RMH Research Hall of Fame; Professor Graham Brown and the late
Dr Charles Kellaway.
Thank you to our marvellous event sponsors: Diamond Partner;
Healthscope and Major Partners; S.O. Asher Consultants,
Smartsalary, De Bortoli Wines and Glenvill.

The Royal Melbourne Hospital Foundation
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Father’s memory
inspires support
John and Diana Frew
John and Diana Frew, loyal supporters
of The Royal Melbourne Hospital have
honoured their commitment to developing
medical talent at The Royal Melbourne
Hospital by continuing to support the
J.L Frew Travelling Fellowship.
The fund was established in honour of Dr
Sir John ‘Jock’ Frew after his death in 1985.
It aims to support the next generation of
health professionals who will benefit from
training and development opportunities
here and around the world.
Jock’s son, John Frew tells us: “Those who
worked with my father knew him to be
a physician who was dedicated to his
patients and a passionate teacher. He
would have been proud to know that the
funds in his name will support the next
generation of healthcare professionals at
The Royal Melbourne Hospital.”

“He would have been proud to know that
the funds in his name will support the next
generation of healthcare professionals at
The Royal Melbourne Hospital.”

Jock Frew graduated from the University
of Melbourne in 1935 and was appointed
to the Melbourne Hospital as a resident
medical officer, beginning an association
that continued for most of his professional
life. In 1938, he obtained his MD and
was appointed medical superintendent.

After the war, Jock was appointed an
honorary physician to outpatients at
The Royal Melbourne Hospital and
commenced his consultant practice.
He quickly established a reputation as
an engaging and passionate teacher.
Sir John was also a member and vicepresident of The Royal Melbourne
Hospital Board of Management and
was its president for six years.
The purpose of the J.L. Frew
Travelling Fellowship is to enable
Royal Melbourne Hospital medical
staff to gain further knowledge
and experience through attending
national or international conferences,
visits to specified hospitals for
learning purposes or to establish
future collaborations for clinical or
research learning.
Funds are awarded on an annual
rotating basis to allied health staff,
administration staff, junior medical
staff and nursing staff.

More than ten years after his death,
Sir John ‘Jock’ Frew’s dedicated wife
topped up the fund ensuring the
lasting legacy of her husband’s vision.
Lady Frew was also a physician at
The Royal Melbourne Hospital.
Today, John and Diana Frew
contribute annually to the J.L.
Frew Travelling Fellowship to keep
Sir John ‘Jock’ Frew’s memory alive
and sustain his passion for continued
learning and excellence.
Diana Frew is passionate about
how the funding can make a real
difference: “While we’re alive we’ll
keep on supporting the staff.
They are, after all, our future.”
Thank you John and Diana. Your
support makes an enormous
difference in keeping Royal Melbourne
Hospital staff at the forefront of
medical advancements and providing
a world-class healthcare service.

John and Diana Frew

The Royal Melbourne Hospital Foundation

The Royal Melbourne Hospital Foundation
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The Royal Melbourne
Hospital Foundation
acknowledges the following
significant support
Major Contributions

Mr Giuliano Contento

Mr Simon McKeon, AO

Corporate Partners

Hugh Williamson Foundation

Estates and Gifts in Will

Allanby Press

Mr Mike and Mrs Midge Crisp

Mrs Jocelyn Mead

Cannon Toyota

Ian Potter Foundation

Estate of E C Blackwood - Charitable Trust

Alphapharm

Mrs June Danks

Mr Baillieu Myer, AC and Mrs Sarah Myer

Cerner Australia

Intensive Care Academic Fund

Barrett Baxter Bye

Dr Abe and Mrs Vera Dorevitch

Mr Bernard Mylon

City of Melbourne

Knight Family Fund

Estate of Mary Evelyn Bowley Charitable Trust

Baxter Healthcare Pty Ltd

Dr Marjorie Dunlop

A/Prof. Louisa Ng

Clear Music

Lord Mayors Charitable Foundation

Estate of Colin Archibald Campbell

Bendigo Property Services

Mr Chamel Eldannawi

Thanh Huan Nguyen

Commonwealth Bank

National Australia Bank

Estate of Henrietta Lucy Cherry

BG Flowers

Mr Neville Elliott

Mr Donald Packenham

CSL Limited

Shirley & David Secomb Fund

Estate of Agnes Ferguson Clark

Carman’s

Mr Zelman Elton

Mr David Phillips

DeBortoli Wines

State Trustees Australia Foundation

Estate of Alfred Herman William Dehnert

Century 101 Pty Ltd

Mr Allan Excell

Ms Janice Pleydell

Dr DAX Kitchen

Tour de Cure

Estate of Dorothy Winifred Dike

Ckaos

Mr Graham Feldtmann

Ms Nancy Price

First State Super

William Buckland Foundation

Estate of Irene Daisy Dike

Cob’s Popcorn

Mrs Rita Ferguson

Mr Barry and Mrs Kaye Ridley

G&C Mutual Bank

William Murray Solicitors

Estate of Ethel Mary Drummond

EFM Health Clubs

Mr Joseph and Mrs Sara Franck

Mr Giovanni Sannia

Glenvill

Estate of G L Godfree

GM Holden Ltd

Dr John and Mrs Diana Frew

Mr Raminder Sarna

Gold 104.3

Community Supporters

LaManna Direct

Ms Melissa Fuller

Dr Robyn Smiles

Grocon PCL

Australian Chinese Events Committee

Estate of Joseph Herman - Charitable Trust
Estate of Miles Hurley

Estate of Gregory William Heard

Medikane Pty Ltd

The late Mrs Neilma Gantner

Ms Carol Soderstrom

Healthscope

BMW Group

Neuroscience Foundation

Mr George Gilbertson

Lady Marigold Southey, AC

Hybrid Expression

Carolyn Nguyen & Family

Estate of Douglas Allan Leslie Inglis

Maurice Blackburn Lawyers

Mrs Melissa Chen

Estate of Doris and Rupert Joseph Charitable Trust

Plan B Services

Mr Peter and Mrs Rae Gunn

Mr Joel Spence

Preshafood

Mr Robert Harrison

Mr Grant Stephenson

Medtronic

Mrs Sarah Cherry

Primitus Jan Nominees Pty Ltd

Mrs Barbara Haynes, OAM

Mr Laurence Stewart

Reid Healthcare

Chinese Masonic Society

Estate of John Lambrick - Charitable Trust

RMH Dialysis Support Group

Dr Margaret Henderson, OBE

Ms Estelle Stott

Russell Kennedy Lawyers

The Fastuca Family

Estate of Joseph & Kate Levi

Mr Clair Herft

Ms Diane Sullivan

S.O. Asher Consultants

Friends of The Royal Melbourne Hospital

Estate of Arthur Blannin Lyndhurst

The late Mrs Norah Houston

Ms Marlene Suter

Smartsalary

Estate of William Macrow

Mrs Cam Huynh

Mr John Taylor

STAR

La Trobe University and Yarra Valley
Hockey Clubs

Mr James Jacoby

Ms Linda Tivendale

Summit Fleet Leasing and Management

Matty’s Soldiers

Estate of Helen Owens

Mr G Jorgenson

Mrs Pamela Waldron

The University of Melbourne

Ms Gillian McCarthy

Estate of Thomas B Payne - 80000 Fund

Mr Mark and Mrs Sara Kagan

Mr James and Mrs Jayne Webster

Zouki

Mrs Monique Respini

Estate of Giovanna & Luigi Romagnano

Mrs Stavroula Karantonis

Mr Richard Wynne

Mr Campbell Stevenson

Estate of Anne Christine Simpson

Mr John and Mrs Betty Laidlaw

Mr Peter Zwar

Trusts & Foundations

Mr Nick Tesch

Estate of Lesley Margot Stevenson

A/Prof. Katherine Leslie

Dry July Limited

Ms Jenny Wilkinson

Estate of Douglas James Thomson

Ms Laura Lewis

Esso Australia (Exxon Mobil)

Estate of George Warren Thornton

Mr David Liou

Fight Cancer Foundation

Werge Batters Perpetual Charitable Fund

Mr Nunzio Lucarelli

Guthrie Family Charitable Trust

Estate of Emily Vera Winder

Mrs Ofelia Aguiar
Mr John Aidone
Ms Betty Amsden, AO
Mr Graeme Blair
Miss Margaret Bowman
Mr Stefan and Mrs Nevenka Bradica
Mr Andrew and Mrs Robina Brookes
Ms Josephine Cardale
Mrs Kwai Han Choi JP
Mrs Sue Clifton
Prof. Peter Colman

The Royal Melbourne Hospital Foundation

Estate of Vera Estella Male

Estate of John Frederick Wright
The Royal Melbourne Hospital Foundation
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The Royal Melbourne
by numbers
More than

9,000
staff employed across 32 sites
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As Victoria’s first hospital, The Royal Melbourne
Hospital was built on community support. We are proud
that this tradition continues to this day. The generosity
of the wonderful supporters of The Royal Melbourne
Hospital have once again allowed us to achieve so
much in 2014/15. Thank you.

Where our financial support came from

n RMH Home Lottery

Around 25 helicopters land each
month at the RMH City Campus

n Bequests, Estates and
Gifts in Memory
n Fundraising / Donations

173,516

n Corporates, Trusts
and Foundations
n Community Engagement
n Events

outpatient appointments in 2014/15

1,089
beds across hospital and community settings

How your support made a difference

n Building and Technology
n Medical Equipment

86,926

n Research

people discharged from the RMH in 2014/15

n Other

66,155
people presented to the RMH emergency
department in 2014/15
The Royal Melbourne Hospital Foundation

n Patient Centred Care
n Training and Education

First in Care,
Research and
Learning
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